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HealthFlex is offering a new opportunity for participants as a response to a ever-changing health care 
environment.  The Affordable Care Act is requiring that we handle health benefits a bit differently—
including making them less generous in terms of what employer-insurance can cover. 
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• You will be provided with a defined contribution (“credit”) for participants to use and shop for 
coverage.

• There will be 5 medical/Rx plans, 3 dental plans and 2 vision plans to choose from.
• Each medical/Rx plan will be either a Gold (higher premium, lower out of pocket cost) or a Silver 

(lower premiums, higher out of pocket costs) plan.
• If you elect a plan that cost LESS than your “credit”, the excess will be deposited into an Health 

Reimbursement Account (HRA) or a Health Savings Account (HSA).
• If you elect a plan that costs MORE than your “credit”, you will pay the extra premium through 

payroll deduction.



All of the plans have the same HealthFlex quality you have come to rely on:

Same vendors. 
Same Provider Networks (you can keep all your same physicians.) 
Same Wellness Programs and Incentives.
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While offering you the same quality, the Exchange is giving you the more choice:

• More plans to choose from.
• More flexibility to allow you to align a plan with your financial and medical needs. 

• Are you comfortable with lower premiums but higher out of pocket costs if something 
happens?

• More support for you to make your choice.
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Important to note that HealthFlex Exchange is different from the Public Exchange:

• You have the same HealthFlex broad, national networks.
• There is no age-band ratings (rates are not based on the age of the participant.)
• Your plan sponsor may make a contribution to a health savings account on your behalf (depending 

on the plan you elect.)
• Wellness programs are always included.
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HealthFlex is offering a new opportunity for participants as a response to a ever-changing health care 
environment.  The Affordable Care Act is requiring that we handle health benefits a bit differently—
including making them less generous in terms of what employer-insurance can cover. 

Each section will cover the Exchange in more detail.
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All the plans that are offered have:

• Preventative Care covered at 100%.
• Embedded pharmacy plan.
• Gold level behavioral health benefit (even if Silver plan is elected.)
• Combined medical and pharmacy out of pocket maximum. 
• There is no lifetime maximum benefit.
• Same wellness programs and incentives.
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There are three types of plans that are offered:  PPO, CDHP and HDHP.

For a PPO:
• Fixed co-pay for office visits.
• Deductible must be met for all other medical services.  After deductible is met, then the plan pays a 

percentage.
• There is NO deductible for pharmacy.
• There is NO HRA or HSA with a PPO.
• Combined out of pocket maximum.

CDHP: Plan is more consumer driven.
• Deductible on all medical services (including all office visits; no co-payments).  After deductible is 

met, then the plan pays a percentage.
• No deductible for pharmacy.
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• HRA is paired with plan; Plan sponsor will contribute a fixed amount that can be used to offset out of pocket costs.
• Combined out of pocket maximum.

HDHP:
• Combined deductible for all medical services (including all office visits) PLUS all pharmacy costs.  You will have to 

meet the deductible before the plan pays a percentage (that also means paying 100% of cost at pharmacy until 
deductible has been met.)

• HSA is paired with plan; plan sponsor will contribute a fixed amount that can be used to offset out of pocket 
expenses.

• Combined out of pocket maximums.
• If individual only covered = individual deductible.  If participant + 1 or family covered = family deductible.
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• Office visits (ppo has co-payment, CDHP and HDHP do not.)
• Medical services (they all act the same.)
• Rx (PPO and CDHP no deductible; HDHP has deductible.)
• Plan Sponsor funding (amounts for HRA and HSA.)
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• Rx (PPO and CDHP no deductible; HDHP has deductible.)
• Plan Sponsor funding (amounts for HRA and HSA.)
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“Nuts and bolts” of the plans.  Plan side by side comparison has more detail.
• Deductible:

• H1500 and H2000: 
• Family deductible MUST be met before the plan pays co-insurance.
• Deductible includes Medical & Rx.

• Co-Insurance
• Even though C3000 has 50% co-insurance it is actuarially equivalent to a Silver 

Plan.  The rich pharmacy plan makes it a silver plan.
• Out of Pocket Maximum:

• ALL plans: Includes Medical, Rx, deductible, co-insurance and co-payments.
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Once again, illustrates how PPO has co-pays for office visits and CDHP and HDHP plans do not.
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H1500 and H2000, H3000 Deductible must be met prior to plan paying.  
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Generic co-pay has changed…  up to $35.
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Considers HRA/HSA, DC, Premium.  Does not consider dental and vision.
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There are 3 different dental plans to choose from.  See dental side by side comparisons. 
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There are 3 different vision plans to choose from. See vision side by side comparisons.  
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One new concept that we introduced with HealthFlex Exchange is “defined contribution (DC).” Instead 
of the conference/Church paying a certain percent or amount of your premium and charging you a 
specific amount (or none at all), a fixed amount of money is designated for you to spend on health 
care in 2017.  This is called the “defined contribution” and you will use it to pay HealthFlex premiums 
when you select a plan during the Annual Election period.
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Earlier, we mentioned the defined contribution, or DC.   Here is a sense of how that will appear on the 
Benefitsolver website when you are making your elections. You’ll see the price of each plan, and then 
a running total on the side of your total cost based on the plan(s) you elect.  Your total premium for 
medical/pharmacy/behavioral health plus dental and vision premiums will be offset by the “credit” from 
your DC.  

You cannot use the DC to offset personal flexible spending or health savings account contributions. 
But any leftover DC will automatically be deposited in your health reimbursement or health savings 
account.
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The DC acts like a “gift card” that you can use to buy your HealthFlex plan.

If you choose a plan or plans that cost more than your DC, you’ll have to pay the balance from pre-tax 
salary deductions.

If you have leftover funds from your DC, those funds will be credited to your health reimbursement or 
health savings account, depending on your plan.
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HRA offered with CDHP plans, while the HDHP come with an HSA.
Initial Contributions shown by each plan, by coverage tier. These amounts are available in full in the 
beginning of the year to assist the members with OOP expenses. 

The new bronze plan we are offering in 2017, does not come with the Plan Sponsor contribution, 
however any DC overage amounts and member’s own contributions will be deposited into an HSA (up 
to the IRS limits). 
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WageWorks Debit Card will deduct MRA funds first ‘use it or lose it’. 
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In addition, any Defined contribution  “overage” after the premiums for elections are computed, will be 
deposited into the Health Account based on the medical plan elected. These amounts are also 
available monthly. 
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In addition, any Defined contribution  “overage” after the premiums for elections are computed, will be 
deposited into the Health Account based on the medical plan elected. These amounts are also 
available monthly. 
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Once the statutory deductible has been met,  the participant can contact WageWorks to have the 
HRA converted to full-use for medical and pharmacy expenses.
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Applies to people in HDHPs who have an HRA or FSA.
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HealthFlex Exchange gives you the opportunity to shop for the coverage that best first your needs.  
Here are some key considerations when selecting your benefits:

Family Size – who will be covered?  Does the DC amount change based upon who is covered?  What 
is the premium depending upon who is covered?

Budget – would you prefer higher premiums and potentially lower out of pocket costs or would you 
prefer lower premiums and potentially higher out of pocket costs?

Medical needs – what future planned costs do you have and how much would you like to prepare for 
unplanned procedures such as ER visits?  Would you like to set money aside for retiree premiums?
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Now we will see how to access the various decision support tools through the HealthFlex/WebMD 
website.

From the Wespath website (www.wespath.org), click account login and HealthFlex/WebMD.
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The HealthFlex/WebMD website is the gateway to all HealthFlex Exchange information, including:
• Consumer Education Tools
• Details and FAQs
• HealthFlex Vendor Links
• HealthFlex Plan Benefits information.

The next slide shows a screen shot of the login and landing pages.
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Here you can see the login and landing pages.  Now we will take a more detailed look at the landing 
page and the decision support tools that are available.
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Coverage Advisor is the first decision support tool that will be available to you (September)

It has two main components:

First, the ability to estimate costs through customizing services required for each covered member.  
While the monthly premium is not displayed, Coverage Advisor will automatically calculate the 
premium cost less any defined contribution amount provided by your plan sponsor and utilize that 
amount in the calculation of total cost.  It will also indicate the annual premium.

Secondly, it includes general information about the plans available to you with the ability to compare 
them side-by-side.
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HealthFlex will have some helpful tools to assist you in sorting through the 5 medical/pharmacy plan 
combinations to select the options that work best for you.

The first—WebMD’s Coverage Advisor—will be available in September.  You can enter information 
about yourself, including:
-family members
-general health status
-number of doctor visits or hospitalizations expected (for you and family)
-how many medications you take (for you and family)

All information you enter in Coverage Advisor remains confidential and is not shared with your church 
or conference.
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MyChoice asks you questions and uses your answers to recommend a 
medical plan.

• Questions to assess your view of overall health, your ability to 
handle a medical emergency, 
and your level of risk aversion.

• Allows you to personalize your usage of medical services to 
improve the “Low-Cost” option.

• Monthly Plan premiums are included. 

• My Choice provides plan comparisons to see plans side‐by‐side.
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The Details and FAQs section of WebMD contains detailed 
information about the HealthFlex Benefits, including:

• CDHP and HDHP brochures
• Guides to understanding 

• FSAs, HRAs and HSAs

• As well additional documents for understanding 
Health Accounts.
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Through the WebMD portal, you can also can access to all vendors, some of them through single sign 
on.  Through these vendors, you gain access to tools that can help in your decision makings, such as:

• Provider search (to determine if your doctors are in-network.)

• Estimate costs of certain procedures, services and medications.

• View claims history.

• See current Rx costs through OptumRx (formerly Catamaran.)
• Access health account information through WageWorks. 

(“Reimbursement Accounts”.)
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WebMD will also allow give you access to the Businessolver Reference Center where we house:

• Summary Plan Description

• Medical, Dental and 
Behavioral Health Benefit Booklets

• Benefit summaries 
(Summary of Benefits and Coverage)

• Reimbursement Account information

• HealthFlex Notice of Privacy Practices
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Businessolver representatives will be available beginning in late October to answer questions specific 
to the plans available and the MyChoice selection tool.

Representatives are available Monday through Friday from 7AM to 7PM Central Standard Time.
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During AE, you will make your 2017 plan elections.  You can:
• Use MyChoice to receive personalized medical/Rx 

plan options.
• Choose from the full suite of medical/Rx, dental and 

vision plans available.
• Use your defined contribution to “shop” for the plans.
• Elect to make FSA and/or HSA* contributions.
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If you do not make elections during AE, you will be automatically 
enrolled into the default plan(s) selected by your plan sponsor.

Please note that HSA contributions require enrollment in a high-
deductible health plan (HDHP) and attestation that you are eligible per 
IRS guidelines.
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Here’s the timeline of what to expect through January 2017:
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We are excited about this direction, because we believe HealthFlex Exchange offers benefits to the 
Church and Conference as well as to you.  It’s a win-win.

We can continue to offer group health coverage and not terminate our plan due to high/unsustainable 
costs or fear of exceeding the Cadillac tax.

But you have greater choice—to choose a plan that really fits your needs.  You can take the amount 
of defined contribution we give you and use it to purchase a more-expensive plan, or to purchase a 
less-expensive plan and add dental and additional vision benefits or possibly have some left over in 
an HRA or HSA.  It’s your choice. And HealthFlex will give you good decision support tools to help 
you select the HealthFlex plan that best fit your needs.
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